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So below I have made a list of 5 of the Best Paid Android Apps. Many Android apps have both
paid and free versions, the apps I talk about below are worth purchasing for the extra features.
There are many more but these are my five favorite. So we will start off with saying that there
are over 300,000 apps available in the Android Marketplace; with an estimated 10 billion
downloads.

Top 5 Best Paid Android Apps

Kaspersky Mobile Security:
- Kaspersky Mobile Security lets you also backup and restores your phone, provides
Antivirus and phone location features using GPS and also can make your phone scream
remotely if you think you lost it in your home. You can remotely wipe your phone if lost which is
great to keep your information secure.
- The basic features are available through a free version but the paid version protects
phone with advanced security and privacy detection. It keeps your web browsing safe and also
allows you to find a lost or stolen phone quickly.
- The app is 2.99/month or 29.99/year.
Titanium Backup
- The Titanium Backup will backup and restore all data on your phone, which is critical for
today's mobile users.
- Titanium Backup comes in both a free and paid version. The paid version gives you some
more options. The Pro version allows Drop box sync, App Freezer and multiple backups.
- The paid version costs $6.58 with a 5 star user rating.

Camera Zoom FX
- A lot of Android smart phones have weak camera features, with Camera Zoom FX
provides you with over 90 different effects.
- Camera Zoom FX Lets you customize your phone buttons to handle different features.
- This app costs $4.99.

Angry Birds
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- Angry Birds is an awesome game. It is available for free with ads and a paid version
without ads.
- This game speaks for itself.
- This app costs $1.99

HD Widgets
- HD Widgets is a universal app made for tablets and phones. It is considered the next
generation of widgets, the app was designed with usability in mind, and everything is swipe
able.
- It has weather widgets and app widgets that were designed for high definition smart
phones on the market today.
- This app costs $1.99

Thanks for taking the time and looking at my review of the best paid android apps. Hope you
found some use full information and it at the same time find an app you need!
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